6.

EVENTS FOR MIXED COUPLES

1. Needle and Thread Race.
2. Three legged race.
3. Pick-a-back race.
4. Shadow race.....walk close behind each other.
5. Couple race.....grasp hands, link arms, run or walk.
6. Candle race.....man shields candle flame.
7. Clock golf.....lay out holes in a circle 15-20 feet in diameter. Score...least number of shots beginning at 12 o'clock, going in order around the clock and finish in the center hole.
8. Rope skipping.....lady and gent stand side by side, each holds one end of the rope, both skip.
9. Walking the Rope.....lady walks the rope while the man stretches it out in front of her.
10. Cigar smoking race.....The lady starts from starting line and carries the cigar to the gent. He lights it and she carries it back to the starting line.